about me
I founded Lensi Designs Photography
to address a basic challenge that
many businesses face which includes
expanding brand awareness while
incorporating professional photography
to entice clients through social media,
marketing and/or merchandising.
As a designer and photographer, I am
continually creating stories that capture
the details that make a location special
and unique.
I love to travel, explore and learn
about other cultures and through my
“LENSI lens” I hope to inspire people
with the beauty of a world they might
have never known existed.

I believe that photography is about
telling powerful stories. It helps create
an awareness of the world around us.
A picture tells a thousand words, and
photographs evoke the words.
When I first went to Italy, I was almost
overwhelmed by the beauty of the
country. Not just the mind-blowing
scenery, but also the feeling you find
there.
When the Italians speak about La
Dolce Vita what do they mean? To
most people, it literally translates to
“The Sweet Life.” However, it really is
more than that. I am in search of La
Dolce Vita; wherever I travel.

I believe it is possible to find La Dolce
Vita in other places, not just in Italy.
I have dedicated my photography to
capturing all the moments and details
that make a destination desirable.
How do tourists find a destination to
put on their “I HAVE TO GO THERE!”
to do list? Does the magic of what is
being offered jump off the screen or
page?
I want to find that feeling everywhere I
travel and share it with your audience
and mine.
I look forward to working together
as we highlight why tourists should
experience your location, encourage
responsible travel and find new ways
to appreciate our world.

work with me

Through my “LENSI Lens” I hope to inspire people with the beauty of an amazing world. Photography
is about telling powerful stories. They help create an awareness of the world around us. My Interior and
Landscaping Design background transforms my photography and connects me to a place in a tangible
way so others can see, feel and desire to truly experience its magic. My goal is to work with you to tell
the story of the location or service that a traveler can expect to experience!

COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY:

CONTENT CREATION:

BLOG POSTS & ARTICLES:

Upon request for campaign or image
library use

• All edited images cropped for
multiple platforms

PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES:

• Photography & Writing

I am always happy to put together
packages as required to address
your specific project. Please feel free
to contact me to discuss your project.

• Images as required to document
an experience or brand for social
media use available in High
Resolution, Portrait Orientation,
Facebook Resized & Instagram
Square Crop for social media
usage (with credit)

• (Contact for travel requirements)

SPONSORED POSTS
* Subject to brand alignment
• Creation of unique content using
your brand or product

robin@lensidesigns.com
860.559.3232
GET IN TOUCH

luxury travel experiences
gastronomy

accommodation

culture & tradition

In search of La Dolce Vita around the world

People have always bonded
over food traditions that
represent a culture’s recipes
that have been handed down
through generations.

Luxury travel can be defined
as personalized services
and experiences that deliver
superb service and exceed
expectation.

Traditions build culture
and identity while defining
the customs and beliefs
passed from generation
to generation. These customs
encompass all the institutions that define a
culture including the arts, religion, cuisine
and language.

Food allows us to experience a place in new
and unique ways while traveling and enables
us to focus on a destination through its
cultural cuisine offering memories you’ll take
with you for a lifetime.

Let’s bring your experiences to a new audience.
Let’s remind them why travel is so vital to enriching
our lives and our world.

commercial projects

These are some of the latest projects I have been working on.
JORDAN SAMUEL SKIN AND THE ITALIAN COLLECTION

PATHFINDER MAGAZINE

I am working with the company’s owner to showcase their Italian-inspired product
line of luxurious skincare products that feature Mediterranean ingredients.

My work has twice been featured
on the coveted cover page of Pathfinder,
A Companion Guide for the Widower’s
Journey, a national publication.

“@lensidesigns giving me all of the Italian and olive oil love in this
beautiful photo. Her work is unbelievable (especially her Italian shots)”
— Jordan Samuel

case study

My search for La Dolce Vita (The Sweet Life) is about taking time to cherish others and explore the world
around us. On a recent campaign I accompanied a travel agent, L’Esperta (Ashley Turney) to Italy for 2
weeks to document a tour of the Amalfi Coast and Puglia regions of Italy. This entailed capturing both the
land and the participants as well as making photo albums as keepsakes. I also recorded photos for the tour
operator as we scouted locations for future clients in Capri.
“Robin joined my group to
Southern Italy and her presence
was such a welcome addition
to the experience. She captured
our adventures beautifully and
my clients were able to have a
souvenir like no other. For me the
most valuable aspect was that I
knew I would have photographs of
exceptional quality and artistry to
document the experience without
having to try and take pictures
throughout the trip. I was able to
focus on my clients and give them
the attention they deserve. And
now I have a whole collection of
fantastic images to use on my
website and on social media.
Robin’s participation continues to
pay dividends even a year after
the trip (and beyond!) Grazie mille
Robin!”

A few of the beautiful hotels along our tour

A couple in Lecce on the way to their
wedding reception

—Ashley Turney

On the tour in Capri, the ladies had custom
sandals made

Special thanks to Privilege Italia
Ashley and her mom

“A beautiful post, Robin! It is
reminiscent of the olive and fresh
produce photos you took on our 2017
trip to Italy! I had my book out just the
other day. What a treat to have you and your artist’s
eye along to capture every step of our journey!”
— Theresa

features

I am thrilled and honored to have been featured on the following websites:

Trending Now: Multilevel Gardens That Look Like 3D
Lidia Zitara, Houzz Italia Contributor, giornalista
From scratch
You will be thinking that the different
horizontal planes are a bit of a
feature of the house and that if
everything around you is flat there is
very little to do. Instead, everything
can be reinvented, even in a terrace
or a large courtyard. Old houses…
But it is true that certain situations
help: in the old villages all up and
down, it is a necessity.

Climbing aids and scaffolding for climbing plants in the garden
Anja Winnes, Houzz Deutschland Contributor. Gartengestalterin bei
ao gartengestaltung & freie Journalistin
Pergola with climbing plants
Pergola and arcade are formally very
similar. While the pergola is often
part of the house architecture and
expands spaces to the outside, the
arcade is a design element that can
stand freely in the garden. Here’s
an example with simple yet effective
wood construction on the Italian
Amalfi Coast.
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“A picture tells a thousand words, photos evoke
the words. That includes our experiences too.”
— Robin Lensi

instagram insights

“Travel creates memories you’ll never forget!”

connect with me
facebook
twitter
instagram
pinterest
linkedin
flickr
lensidesigns.com
robin@lensidesigns.com
860.559.3232

